
Consumer Behavior Across Cultures 

Cross cultural analysis determines the extent to which the consumers of two or more nations 

are similar or different. 

Marketers while expanding the business have exposure of domestic market. They experience 

the local customers. Social, economic, cultural and religious factors vary internationally and 

marketers must observe it and keep an eye on changes occur in the preference of consumers. 

An exposure to the country’s customs, beliefs, and values influences consumers’ perception 

of their goods and services; whether that exposure is negative, positive, or neutral, that 

experience influences consumer behavior towards the product. 

Marketer need to understand the similarities and difference between the countries where 

he/she wish to do business. The culture of countries needs to be assessed in light of strength 

of culture. Hofstede’s identified five national cultures.  

Marketer needs to identify own country and the foreign county’s level of power distance, 

individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, uncertainty avoidance, and long/short-

term orientation. Labeling the two countries based on the 5 dimensions allows marketer to 

make broad assumptions of their society and ultimately to better understand the target 

audience he/she wish to reach. Psychology, sociology, and cultural anthropology of the 

prospective consumers need to observed for effective results. Marketers should understand 

their foreign country’s concept of the self, personality, identity and image. They need to 

identify the consumers’ socialization, motivation and emotional dimensions according to 

countries’ cultures and countries their reactions according to different cues.  There may be 

several similarities between two countries but the marketer needs to understand how these 

similarities are helpful for his/ her products and services. Differences to be assessed for safe 

business. 

 



 

 

Marketer should also collect and 

review quantitative data to 

quantify the market. The 

consumer needs, desire and 

satisfaction level assessment 

boost the efforts of markers.  

• McDonald’s launched 

their first restaurants in India in 

1996 as a joint venture. They 

changed the type of fast-food 

according to taste and 

preference of Indian consumers. 

The Maharaja Mac with chicken replaced the beefy Big Mac, while the McAloo burger 

and Vegetarian Salad Sandwich were specially created for India. Special Indian sauces 
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like McMasala and McImli were created to adapt to Indian tastes. Garlic free and 

eggless sauces were formulated to cater to the vegetarians. From the original 

McDonald’s menu, only Chicken Nuggets, Fillet-O- Fish, fries, sodas and shakes were 

introduced in the initial phase. 

• The first KFC outlet in India was opened in Bangalore in June 1995 and from these 

outlets, the number has grown to 296 today. Fast food restaurants have gained 

popularity in India because of their customized menus that suits the taste-buds of the 

citizens. When KFC first entered the Indian market, there were a lot of protests, and 

the Bangalore outlet was repeatedly ran-sacked. Many Indians were worried that the 

western culture would seep into the Indian roots, leading to the dilution of indigenous 

traditions. Another KFC outlet was opened in Delhi in the same year but the combined 

revenue of both the outlets was not sufficient to continue the KFC business in India. 

The reason why KFC didn’t gained the popularity is because anti-KFC movements that 

accused KFC of using illegally high amount of mono-sodium glutamate, which are 

harmful to health. Also, the anti-KFC movements claimed that KFC sold food that was 

cooked and fried in pork fat. Because of these KFC had to abandon Indian market. 

Once the Indian market cooled down, KFC returned to the country in 1999, and set up 

an outlet in Bangalore.  

• One of the world’s largest car makers, General Motors (GM), re-entreated India in 

1994 (after leaving in 1954) as well. After 21 long years in the country, the company 

decided to stop selling vehicles in India in 2017. Reason? No profits, of course. During 

all these years, General Motors’ market share never went up to double digits in India 

• Kellogg’s entered in Indian market in 1994. Cereal-eating was a new concept for India. 

For light breakfast, the subcontinent relied mostly on a bowl of hot vegetables, of 

which there were many brands in the country. Moreover, Kellogg’s was expensive. 

Other, widely accepted alternatives were available in almost one third the price of this 

foreign breakfast habit. Without bowing down on the prices and with little to no 

research on the market, more products like Wheat Flakes, Honey Crunch, All Bran, etc. 

were introduced. As a result, the sales continued to go from decent to poor and 

Kellogg’s became a one-off novelty purchase for many, with limited returning 

customers. Even the attempt to ‘Indianize’ the products with Masala variants didn’t 

work out too well, and now Kellogg’s is trying to venture into the biscuits space. All in 

all, in over 20 years, the ride is still going tough for this huge brand in India, nowhere 

close to as good as they expected. Yet, optimism is high and Kellogg’s is still willing to 

explore future prospects in the subcontinent. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learn

Research

Quantify the 
consumers

Don't under-
estimate or over 

estimate

Consumer is boss

Adapt consumers
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Interdependence

Power 

Social Inequility 

Risk Aversion

Ambiguity tolerance

Masculinity

Gender Equility

Tradition

Prudence

Ethnocenterism

Innovativeness

Product quality Judgement

Willingness to buy products

Perceptions of consumption 
culture

Ethnocentrism

Acculturation

Ethnic self-identification

National self-identification



 

 

 

The VALS Types: 

• Innovators. 

• Thinkers. 

• Believers. 

• Achievers. 

• Strivers. 

• Experiencers. 

• Makers. 

• Survivors. 
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